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‘Proposal Masters!
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JON WILLIAMS
A good proposal is a joy to
read! Jon shares recipes for
proposal success.

EXECUTING YOUR PROPOSAL
CAREER
Does Practitioner certification
seem like an unachievable task
to you? Find out how easy it
actually is!
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AWESOME POWERPOINT TRICKS: WEBINAR
The conference is done and dusted but our next
event is aound the corner Save the date.
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AVAILABLE DOWNLOADS
The 2018 APMP Ethics Survey and Report has
been released, visit www.apmp.org

“Plans are worthless, but PLANNING is everything.” – Dwight Eisenhower
I really feel part of the APMP family after attending
the International Conference in May, held in San
Diego, California this year. It opened my eyes to
experience how many bid and proposal people are
out there in the global village.

Marlize Schwar

There were over 30 exhibitors showcasing tools and
systems specifically for the proposal industry. I met
so many people who would love to engage with the
South African chapter and share best practice and
also learn from us.
The theme for July and August is Plan and Execute.
This is one of the most important skills that bid and
proposal staff should have.

One has to plan well in advance and project manage
the bid to delivery date. Planning without executing
the plan means very little in the life of a bid person.
Once you have a plan, the execution thereof reflects
how well the plan was and if it was implemented
with excellence.
The Proposal Masters theme for the SA chapter
conference has been such an exciting and tasteful
experience for me.
The team at times were cooking up some ideas and
re-baking some cakes, but it all came together as the
cherry on the cake.

By the time you read this, the conference remains
only in your thoughts and taste buds as a great and
fruitful event with lots of learnings. The conference
team has done a superb task in planning and
executing the conference. It is such an honour to
have Jon Williams at our 9th conference.
The number nine symbolises wisdom and initiation
and is the last number before the next harmony.
Look forward to the 10th conference as it is going to
be bigger and better than the 9th.
I leave you with the words of Gloria Steinem
“Without leaps of imagination or dreaming, we lose
the excitement of possibilities. Dreaming, after all is
a form of planning.”

www.apmp.org.za

The APMP 9th Annual Conference was a
wonderful and successful event.
There was a lot of planning that took
place prior to the event on the 23rd of
August. None of this would have been
possible without the hard work of our
committee and sponsors.
Belinda shares how they managed to
plan, execute and deliver a memorable
experience for the delegates that
attended.

“How did we achieve
success?
All I can say is that
good planning leads
to successful
execution!”

9TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
Belinda Engelbrecht
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‘PROPOSAL MASTERS’

“Presenting at your conference will, quite
genuinely, stay with me for a long time as one of
the highlights of my career. Although I’ve done lots
of keynotes over the years, I’ve never been in a
room filled with such warmth, energy, and passion
for learning.
I am so incredibly grateful to you for inviting me to
share your day, for making me so welcome – and
for such generous, lovely, and totally unexpected
gifts.”
Jon Williams

*More photos in the next issue.

www.apmp.org.za
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THE RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
Petra McCabe
Meet the proposal guy! Jon Williams FRSA CPP APMP Fellow MISM Managing Director, Strategic Proposals.

Highly respected as a thought leader in the proposal profession (and lover of South African wines), Jon is recognised for his
passion for proposals, championing proposal management best practices. He shared his recipe to proposal success.
Keeping the Spice Girls theory of proposal strategy “Tell me what they want, what they really, really want!” in mind, Jon
reminded us how to win more business, help business people tell stories and have fun while doing it.
He started with the qualification process - qualify everything out until it’s qualified in and answer the following questions:
 Is it real?
 Do we want it?
 Can we win it?
 Can we do it?
Jon touched on a few other key points:
1. Having an existing and meaningful relationship with the client before the actual RFP lands.
2. Ensuring your library of pre-written content is effective, up to date and can be tailored to the client.
3. Conversing in one clear voice using concise language.
4. Keep in mind that people see what it looks like before they read what it says, don’t forget that great graphics support
the story. Implementing constructive peer reviews can improve your score by up to 20%.

“I go to work to
help business
people tell
stories!”

We left with a renewed sense of purpose, ready to excite our customers.
Remember, people buy from people they know, like and trust.
For those of
you interested
in the book Jon
mentioned at
the conference,
it is available
on Amazon

www.apmp.org.za

MEET OUR LOCAL CHEFS
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Shirley Moss and Phillippa Phiri

Interesting fact…
BILL’S RECIPE

Bill Graham’s quietness may lead you to believing that he is not extraordinary, but
when you probe into that introverted nature you discover a lot more about him. So
when I asked him my prepared questions I was surprised by some of the answers,
which quickly showed his easy humour and a very intelligent mind at work; a lovely
combination.
Please share with our members what has helped you get to where you are now?”


Insanity has helped a lot! But jokes aside, it’s being able to have empathy with others.
Empathy helps you understand the client. It’s something you are intrinsically born with
and you feel it.



Business is more than just selling a product like an order-taker selling a commodity. The
poor economic climate has forced businesses to become really client focused.



Understanding what the sales eco-system is about. Helping companies to integrate and
build a bid career path so HR would understand how to make the entry point into the bid
office easier. Currently there is no understanding of the career path for members of the
bid team or those that are not in the bid team yet.

Bill joined APMP before it existed in South
Africa. He was one of the original 2 members
who joined the UK group back in 2008

What is the most interesting trend for 2019?
 Hiring more carefully. There have been too many hiring mistakes of C-level employees, so
companies have learned the hard way. We need to hire well to be ready for future
business success.


Structure always follows strategy. This is where I see opportunity for business, I
understand structure and strategy, so to make it work I look for the weaknesses in a
company’s DNA and help them to correct this.

What was your biggest career mistake and what lesson did you learn from it?
 Not becoming an independent contractor sooner. Otherwise I am happy with the
direction my career path took. I have experience in Telecomms, IBM, FNB and Pre-bid
qualification sectors.
Tell me about who you are?
 I am an avid novel and poetry writer and have written 3 books that are waiting to be
published as soon as I retire. I have two gorgeous grandchildren and one on the way, due
in January 2019. I am married for 35 years to Sharon who is a Cape Town girl!

www.apmp.org.za
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MEET OUR LOCAL CHEFS
Shirley Moss and Phillippa Phiri

AMANDA’S METHOD

Amanda Beck, who placed in the Top 8 of Master Chef SA (Season 2), showed us how similar proposal management and cooking really is. Both
professions require excellent planning, preparation and execution to avoid disappointment and a mess. Phillippa caught up with Amanda and
asked her a few questions.
What do you think of the APMP and how does it relate to cooking?
With cooking, you need to plan everything in advance and make sure that it is ready before you start. The same applies to proposal planning.
If you miss a step, you will miss something.
How do you handle a difficult customer?
The best way to handle a difficult customer is with kindness. It catches them unawares, because they approach you in a very abrasive manner,
and you are reacting in a kind, unexpected manner.
What was your biggest career mistake and what did you learn from it?
Trusting a student with too much responsibility. I thought that one of my students could take on more responsibility and, long story short, we
were both in trouble at the end of the evening. While someone might seem capable of doing something, you will only truly know if they are
ready once they are thrown in the deep end.

Interesting fact…
Quirky Chef offers the ultimate dining
adventure from delectable pairings, playful
combinations to a bit of the unexpected, in
the comfort of your own home.

www.apmp.org.za

VISUAL STRATEGY
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Jeany Masuku

Humans process visuals faster than text. Therefore, it is important that your proposal looks professional and well-designed. When your proposal is supported by
graphics, you stand a better chance to convince the reader of your solution and why it is better than the others. It does, however, require proper planning and
execution.

Read the RFP and, together with the opportunity owner,
determine the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The client’s needs and reasons for issuing the tender.
The objectives and vision of the client.
Your value proposition and value-adds.
How you will meet the client’s objectives.

After you have done this, you need to do your research
on the client. Familiarise yourself with their annual
reports, branding, company strategies and anything else
that will help in getting to know them better.
Use the NOSE or the Four-Box method to determine the
structure of the proposal and where your visual strategy
will come into play.

 Once you know what you need to do and how you
will do it, you need to actually…yes, do it! Use all the
visual elements available to you, such as
photographs, colour, shapes, infographic elements,
icons, grids and typography.
 Apply them to suit what you want to achieve with
your visual strategy and make use of contrast,
proximity, white space, balance and alignment to
make sure that you do not just end off with a pretty
collage.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

www.apmp.org.za
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WHO’S WHO IN APMP SA?
Plan and Execute

We posed the following five questions to two of our committee members, Roshinee Naidoo (Membership and Strategic relations) and Shirley Moss (Membership)
so that you can get to know them on a more personal level:
2. What are you currently reading?
1. What is your strength in the proposal process?

On my bedside I have a book by Iyanla Vanzant
My biggest strength is value proposition and deal strategies having
called - In the Meantime
worked on complex integrated bids in Africa and Internationally. I
find that very few companies really understand the concept of bid
management and realize the importance of governance of running 3. What don’t a lot of people know about you that you
a fully-fledged bid process.
feel proud of?
Bids evolve, so thinking out of the box is the way forward. It’s all
about creativity and innovation in how we respond to strategic
deals in order to win it!
I am a game changer and risk taker that’s what got me this far in
my career. If you don’t love what you do then you not in the right
job. I’m passionate about making a difference and adding value
that’s my purpose given life.








4. If, for some reason, you landed up in a different career, what would it be?
I love fashion, always have had an eye for clothing trends. So part time I do
post “outfit of the day” on Instagram. I was just featured 2 weeks ago in
fashion site so I would love to have been a fashion editor as I used to
model in my younger days guess that part never left me.

I built my 3rd house of 340 SQM
Started a community based branded dance
school
Featured in iWeek back in 2008 for bid
management
Part of only 4 APMP professional level in SA.
An advocate for change and equal rights for
women in the work place
My daughter who is completing her 1st
degree in law at the University of Pretoria

5. What is your favourite food?
I love all foods Mediterranean especially Seafood Paella. Having welltravelled the globe, I love Italian and also enjoy Thai Cuisine. I am a bit
adventurous with food but don’t serve me reptile dishes .Don’t tell me it is
chicken when it’s actually crocodile had my lesson learnt in China LOL 😂

www.apmp.org.za
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WHO’S WHO IN APMP SA?
Plan and Execute

1. What is your strength in the proposal process?

2. What are you currently reading?

Recruiting in the bid teams and teaching people methods and
ideas that help to achieve a winning proposal. (I’m a trainer at
heart and passionate about it!)

Reading is like food for me. I love it, and currently I
am busy with “Good to Great” by Jim Collins &
“Outliers” by Malcolm Gladwell but for fun, I am
reading that classic story “Rosie is my Relative” by
Gerald Durrel

3. What don’t a lot of people know about you that you feel proud of?





I have 3 children, two very handsome sons and a beautiful daughter. I am also blessed with
four beautiful grandchildren! Each of them are successful in career and family life.
I personally taught business skills to more than 450 young adult students in 2004 when I
was involved in one of the first learnership academies run by Services Seta under Dr. Ivan
Blumenthal.
I love adventure and I still ride a mountain bike, and love the fun of wet, muddy trails and
road trips (and bubble baths ) are my soul’s restorers!

4. If, for some reason, you landed up in a different
career, what would it be?
Now that I know what it entails, I would be an
Occupational Therapist working with children who
have learning difficulties.

5. What is your favourite food?
Food is such an important of my family and we seem to do everything around
good food. I eat almost everything, and love trying new things, but a hearty home
cooked lamb-knuckle stew served with pap (we call it Sadza due to my Zimbabwe
roots) is the best on a freezing cold day. We often do themed dinners for fun and
go all out with decor!

www.apmp.org.za

EXECUTE YOUR PROPOSAL CAREER
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Marlize Schwar
Planning for your practitioner

How is it assessed?

It is a great achievement within APMP to obtain Practitioner certification. It seems like a
close to unachievable task, but if you attempt it like you approach every RFP, then you will
be in a position to achieve the certification. Set yourself a goal by when you want to obtain
it and go for it. I drafted a project plan before starting with my Practitioner in 2015 and
listed objectives against clear set timelines by when I wanted to complete the certification.
The project plan assisted me in adhering to my own set objectives and by when I wanted to
complete.

APMP Practitioner Certification is assessed via the 35-question Proposal Practitioner
Assessment Questionnaire (PPAQ), which provides objective evidence from professional
experience to substantiate a Practitioner Level application.

Practitioner certification is for experienced proposal professionals with three or more years
in the profession. The certification validates real-world mastery of more than 30 mid-career
competencies and the ability to lead others in their use. APMP Practitioner Certification
delivers independent proof that bid managers have a proven track record of leading others
using bid and proposal best practices.
Criteria before applying for Practitioner Certification






Current APMP member.
Achieved APMP Foundation Level status.
Provide a reference who can verify experience and support a random check of the
evidence supplied in the PPAQ.
Have at least three years’ experience in a bid and proposal environment.
Prepare and submit the online PPAQ, providing evidence to substantiate
experience leading with best practices.

A certified assessor evaluates the PPAQ against the Practitioner Standards and Guidelines
and then performs a check of the evidence and references.
The 35 questions that form part of the assessment are divided into five categories of
questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Information Research and Management.
Planning.
Development.
Management.
Sales Orientation, behavior and attitude.

There are mandatory questions and a list of desirable questions for each category. Each of
the categories stipulates how many mandatory and desirable questions to be answered per
category.

When I was in San Diego in California in the United States of America in May 2018, I met Bette Sturino from the Greater MidWest chapter in California. She offered to introduce the
content to the SA chapter on the workshops that she presented to their members in preparation for practitioner certification.
Look out for the invitations early 2019 referring to Proposal Vitamins. We will offer five telecon/coffee sessions covering the five topics forming part of the Practitioner certification.
Refer to the website https://apmpgmc.org/sample-page/resources/ for the material.
During these telecon/coffee sessions you can understand your strength and weaknesses in your proposal career path and identify areas to grow.

www.apmp.org.za
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FROM OUR TEAM
Plan and Execute

Themes

Happy Women’s Month

The theme for this newsletter is ‘Plan and
Execute’.

Membership:
It was delightful to see new members come up
on stage to be welcomed at the 9th Annual
Conference, illustrating how the membership for
APMP is growing.

Each subsequent newsletter will focus on a
different theme.
In the next issue we focus on ‘Managing
Processes’.
Jan l Feb

Mar l Apr

May l Jun

Jul l Aug

Sep l Oct

Nov l Dec

• Proposal Teams
• Design and Creativity
• Technology
• Plan and Execute
• Manage Processes
• Tools and Templates

Announcements

YOU.ARE.AMAZING by Tia Sparkles Singh
As. You. Are.
Stronger than you know.
Worthier than you believe.
More loved than you can ever imagine.
Passionate about making a difference.
Fiery when protecting those you love.
Learning. Growing. Not alone.
Warm. Giving. Generous.
Quirky. Sexy. Funny. Smart.
Flawed. Whole. Scared. Brave.
And so, so, so much more.
Be Strong. Be Confident. Be You.

Cape Town APMP
Our membership in Cape Town is increasing and
we hosted a successful event this year. Please
encourage your Cape Town based colleagues to
join the local bid community and gain immense
value, as well as networking opportunities.
.
APMP Ethics survey and report 2018
As our association and industry matures,
APMP believes it is more important now than
ever to look inward to ensure our industry is
fulfilling the high ethical standards we have set
for ourselves. This report represents data on
both business and personal ethics and provides
some interesting insights.
Go to www.apmp.org.
APMP AGM
Don’t miss this opportunity to attend the AGM
and vote the new committee in on the 18th of
October 2018.

www.apmp.org.za
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ON THE RADAR
Plan and Execute

Term to know | Unintentional Negatives | This is where something is presented as being positive, but it instead leaves the reader with a negative
impression. An example of this is the statement: “In this way, there will be no delays or cost overruns.” Rather than leaving the reader with a sense of
confidence that the project will be done on time and to budget, in this case, the lingering thought in the readers’ mind would likely be “delays” and
“overruns”. Check your proposal for these unintended negatives, and ensure you have said it in a positive way.
Source: www.theproposalguys.com
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Plan and Execute

Training Dates

Competition

Members' Feedback

The next face-to-face two-day
Foundation training and exam is
scheduled for 15 and 16 October.

Up for grabs is a beautiful
stainless steel salt and pepper
mill - ceramic grinder
mechanism!

We are working hard to address all of
your issues raised in our member
survey.

Item size: 22 x 5,2 cm.

Please visit us on LinkedIn and also
let us know what you think of our
updated website:
www.apmp.org.za.

Remember you can also register
for the online Foundation
certification.

It could be yours if yours is the correct
answer drawn. Email your answer to
events@apmp.org.za with the heading:
'Newsletter Competition: August 2018'.
Question: "Who was our international
guest speaker at this year's annual
conference?"
Competition closes on Friday - 19 October
2018

We value your feedback so please
drop us an email at info@apmp.org.za
and let us have your comments.
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Plan and Execute

Contact Annelize via email on
info@apmp.org.za to order your
copy of ‘Writing Business Bids &
Proposals for Dummies’ for only
R 250 (excludes delivery). Limited
stocks available.

Thanks to our affiliate sponsor:

Our theme for September and October 2018 is MANAGE PROCESSES
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